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Any camping can not be complete with the process of cooking and eating and therefore having an organized kitchen on the go is the secret of experiencing a wonderful hike. Basically, when you go camping without a proper plan, you may find it hard to get all the camping equipment cooking, and the ingredients are readily available when you need them. You certainly don't want to
keep everything in cardboard boxes and then when you get to your campsite start searching for your kitchen utensils. This is where chuck box is usually useful for vacationers who don't want dirty stuff. Smart tourists can easily streamline their camping kitchens in a smart way. They can pack the cost of an entire home kitchen kitchen gear into a simple and good best chuck box!
The best chuck box will feature stoves, utensils, utensils, utensils, extra cooking tools and enough counter space for the chef! With the chuck box in your hike, you can be sure that all the necessary kitchen items are stored in all-in-one storage. What else? Well, all your kitchen utensils and equipment will be safely stored in solid cabins, shelves, racks and cabinets, and will be safe
from damage. Recommended Woodworking Plans Construction You Own Chuck Box in detailed steps We talked about the importance of having Chuck Field when going out to camp and the numerous benefits that comes with one. While there are various chuck boxes available in the markets to purchase some are usually expensive or may just not just meet your unique needs.
Because of such issues you can build your own homegrown chak field yourself. Building a good chuck box shouldn't be so hard for you as long as you've gained some basic woodworking skills. Here are some important steps that should guide you in the process of creating the best Chuck box for your camping antics from scratch to finish: Materials you need PlywoodHinges (at
least set 4)2 latchWood glueScrews Tools to work tape measureDrill with a small bit of a saw with a sawSafety glassesBreakingness SquarePencils Check all chuck boxes available on Amazon Step One: Your plan for your first step will be your first plan to find out your plan. How would you like your camp kitchen to be like this? How will you use it? What are the kinds of kitchen
utensils that you want to store in your camp kitchen? After figuring out the kind of items that you want to store in the Camp Chuck box when you can create a design that suits you. You create a functional design and change it to easily meet your unique taste and needs. Step two: Cutting wood is the best material you'll use to build your camper kitchen tree, and you'll need a table
saw or at least a circular saw. This will help you cut the wood into the desired pieces that you will to the shape of your camper kitchen. While cutting it is important to make sure that you have with you a tape measure to help help Cut the pieces the way you want them. Step Three: Assembling a chuck box doesn't have to be complicated and may not take much of your time as long
as you're done cutting perfectly keeping the measurements perfect. You should have pocket screws in the stand as they help make very strong joints. During the build just make sure you set the top and front of your cartridge box well. If you do it wrong, then your camper kitchen won't close easily when you need to pack it and leave for your camping trip. Step Four: Finishing is
definitely your last process in the construction business, and it includes various aspects that are important as well. It is at this stage that you will apply the first coat of paint that you will use the second layer and the final. It is best to use an outdoor quality polyurethane sealant that will be able to withstand the extreme weather conditions that camping will throw at it. Step Five:
Equipment Chuck Field Is one of the funniest pieces in the whole process as you have come a long way from scratch, finally equipping your own handmade camper kitchen. Make sure you equip your kitchen camper with the following elements: two stoveEnamel stoveenail utensils setCollapsible sink and dish towelsA drawer, which has various utensils, as well as spicesPlastic
wrap, aluminum foil, and zip-lock bagsAluminum frying pan Please note that the above items are just a sample of some of the vital items that you may need to have in your cartridge box. You can add more to suit your own unique camping requirements. Remember, Chuck Field is not a camping need, but it greatly helps to make your kitchen work while out camping is much easier.
Concluding Having a kitchen that is well organized and neat is a great way to have good camping antics. When you go hiking you won't have the joy of kitchen amenities as you always have in your home setting. This is where Chuck Box comes in. With the camper kitchen you certainly don't have to worry where to put two oven burners where to keep your cooking pans, knives,
bowls and all those kitchen needs. Better yet, the best cartridge box is one that can be used to store everything you need in the kitchen all rolled up in a simple box. This should be easy to carry around when you need to move from one camp to the next. This article represents my own opinion and may contain affiliate links. Please read my disclosures for more information. Free
woodworking plans to build a portable kitchen you can take camping. Chuck Box, also known as Camp Kitchen or in boy scouts, as Patrol Box is Which is used to holding and transporting your camping cooking equipment to and from your campsite, as well as serve as a cooking station. So far I've just used a large tote, but everything has to fit into the sweepstakes a certain way in
order to fit, but it's usually usually I have to take everything to get the oven and it was very uncomfortable and wasted a lot of time I could have spent in the hammock instead! For me I needed it to keep my 2 propane stove burners and propane, grill, pans, kitchen sets, enamel utensils set, utensils, kitchen utensils, kettle, bowel mixing, spices and my coffee maker. If you're
wondering, you can check out the camp cooking gear I put in my cartridge box. I like to have a lot of surface area to work when cooking and I also need to store a lot of things. To achieve this, the top folds on each side to double the workspace. The front doors open revealing shelves that contain items that I need while cooking. The back of the Chuck box is folded to create a
secondary work surface. This is a good place for someone else to do some cooking or even dishes at the end of a meal. At the same time Chuck Box should be portable. When Chuck Box isn't used it won't take up much space, as you can see here with other common elements. My main goal was to make it fit well in the back of the cargo area of my crossover with my other
camping, such as tent, cooler and camping tote, without having to fold the rear seats. I took measurements of the cargo area to maximize space, but so far it fits. You can do the same with your car in case you want to make adjustments to size. I also like the top of the box when turned around to be at 36, so it's about the height of the standard kitchen counter. Most of the cooking
is made by me and I am not a short person. The final box hit a time of 22-1/4 Broad x 15 Deep x 20-1/4 High. Here are images showing some of the other measurements. What You'll Need Cut List (1) 22-1/4 x 15 Top (1) 22-1/4 x 14-1/2 Bottom (2) 11-1/16 x 15 Swing Tops (1) 22-1/4 x 5-3/4 Back Bottom (1) 22-1/4 x 14-12/ Fold Down Back (1) 21-1/4 x 11 Shelf (2) 18-3/4 x 14-1/2
Sides (1) 11 x 11 Small Shelf (2) 13-7/8 x 11-1/16 Door Backs (4) 13-7/8 x 3 Door Sides (1) 11 x 8 Vertical Divider (2) 10-1/16 x 2-1/2 Door Bottoms (1) 10-1/16 x 2-1/2 Door Shelf (2) 10-1/16 x 3 Door Tops (1) 10-1/16 x 4-3/4 Shelf Front Left (1) 10-1/16 x 3-3/4 Shelf Front Right Bottom (1) 10-1/16 x 2-1/4 Spice Shelf Front (1) 4-1/8 x 21-1/8 Stove Door I decided to use 1/2 MDO
Plywood for this build. MDO plywood is used for outdoor signs. It uses weather-resistant epoxy resin to glue the plys together and has a paper face that is good for drawing on both sides. It seemed like a good choice for this chuck box. I will paint it with good exterior paint to finish it. You can also use 1/2 plywood and use a urethane spar or similar seal it. I created a cut plan so that
the grain pattern would look good in If you want to go with plywood with a clear finish. Flip loops for the top should be mortised. Clip the top 3 pieces together and position the hinge so it's about 2-1/2 off the edge. Track the outline. Contour. The diameter of the round part of the hinge is 30 mm, so I use 30mm Forstner bits to do most of the work, then clean the edges with chisels
until the loops are recessed properly. After testing the loops remove them for later. The main box consists of the top, bottom and 2 side parts. Use wooden glue and pocket screws as shown to attach them to the shape of the main carcass of the camp's kitchen cupboard. Before you go any further, it is a good time to kill 1-1/2 loops at the bottom to be used for the camp furnace
door. The loops should be centered 3-1/2 in from the inside edge. If you forget to do it now, it will be hard to do later. Attach a fixed part of the package and the top corner of the brace, as shown with wood glue and pocket screws. If you plan to use the plugs in the pocket screw holes, now is a good time to fill them as it will be difficult to access them after the next step. Using
wooden glue and pocket screws, we attach the bottom shelf, creating an area for the storage of the grill and camp furnace. The shelf should be rinsed with a fixed front and front of the closet. The rest of the dividers in the main box of the cartridge can simply be screwed without glue. This will make it easier to reconfigure the interior later, if necessary. Let's start with the vertical
dividers, which creates cubbies for enamel utensils and pans. The side should be 11 on the right side and sit 1/2 from the back so that it covers only the shelf and not the fixed back. If you use a different brand of utensils or pans you can check the seizure before attaching it. The inner shelf gets screwed to the sides and a vertical divider using pocket screws, as shown. The glue
here is optional and allows you to reconfigure in the future. The last part of the main body of the cabinet is the divider that separates the storage of the pan from the utensil storage cubby. A small 3/4 x 3/4 cutout must be cut from the back first to accommodate the cover supports that will be fitted to change. The shelf is then installed with pocket screws, as shown in the creation of
a 4-3/4 tall house at the bottom and 2-3/4 on top. Before the final position, you can double check that your items will be compliant and make adjustments as needed. Before you go any further, it will take some time to make sure that all the doors will fit properly. This includes a door for the oven compartment, a back swing from the shelves and a flip upper back. 1/16 The gap
should exist around the doors. Build two door boxes, as shown, by fixing them with wooden glue and pocket screws. Complete the door shelves by attaching an extra shelf and shelves of fronts, as shown. Just pocket screws can be used here to provide easy reconfiguration later. Make another test fit all the components to that all the pieces fit together as they should. Then
prepare all the parts for finishing. Since I draw I sand the edges of the MDO then fill any voids with acrylic plugging and squeegee from excess. If you use plywood you can sand and attach the edges of the strip or fill any voids around the edges with a wooden filler. After plugging (or wood filler) dried I prime and apply two layers of paint before joining the equipment. I used Behr
butter based on enamel in the color of oregano spices. Modern water-based paints can take 2 weeks or up to 30 days depending on the conditions before they are completely cured and difficult. After about 3 days or so the equipment can be attached with caution. The 48-continuous hinge can be cut into two steps. Cut 2 12 long sections, one for each of the swing shelves. Attach
the top loops to the top and swing out of the loop for the lower compartment. 2 double roller catches will be used to keep the door closed. I use some webbing I like pulls screwed in front of the door with some scrap from the piano hinge to act as a washer and make it fit brass look at the rest of the cabinet. Cut the rest of the continuous hinge to 22 and use it to attach the flip down
backwards. Use two catches (one on each side) that have a shorter catch to keep your back closed. When attaching handles, make sure they are set far enough back so that the shelves can swing completely. The last bit of equipment had a few eye bolts and some chains to keep the lid in place. I thought I could use these lids remains, but it didn't work as I expected and went with
the chain. Step 13: Chuck Box Stand for stand I wanted to keep things simple, small and durable, so I just used 2 pairs to see horse braces and 2 2x4 to make a short set of stands that puts the top of the box around 33-1/2, so it's about 36 with a stove in place. This gives me a comfortable height to work on the stove or just at the top of the cartridge box. Cut 8 10 long sections of
2x4 with a mister at one end. In my case it was 10 degrees, but double check your horse brace saws. I screwed my feet against the bracket using deck screws. If you are using pressure treatment 2x4 make sure the screws are compatible. I only attached a 15-1/4 cross dick with screws on one side of the horse saw. This allows me to fold the saw of the horse for storage and
travel. I can even remove 2 screws if it helps to fit. Fit.
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